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Seismic shifts in socio-demographic trends and the expectations of life in the twenty-first century
mean volunteers need greater flexibility, more meaningful experiences and more creative recruitment
and management to help unleash their potential. Many things have changed when it comes to
volunteering however it remains that the act of volunteering, at its core, is transformational.
Volunteering takes up the most universal of human resources; time. It takes that universal resource,
so often squandered, and uses it to transform people’s lives.
Our charity, Friends of Nevis, would be nothing without our volunteers. Friends of Nevis have been at
the heart of community conservation in Glen Nevis for almost a decade growing from a small,
dedicated team into an army of over four-hundred volunteers. Our aim is to look after and manage
Ben Nevis and the surrounding area. As a natural and cultural environment attracting over 100,000
visitors every year, the Nevis area needs sensitive management to maintain, protect and educate all
ages and backgrounds of its unique landscapes, flora, fauna and wildlife.
We believe we have grown and adapted to the changing landscape of volunteering by offering fulfilling
experiences, worthy of your time and effort. We were a crucial part of the inception of the Nevis
Landscape Partnership, a collective of environmental organisations working together to protect and
enhance Ben Nevis & Glen Nevis, which in turn has catapulted our exposure and our events to a much
larger, wider audience. The generous cash-injection from Heritage Lottery Fund has allowed us to

recruit a Volunteer Co-ordinator and ensured we can offer engaging, educational, informative
workshops as well as numerous chances to learn hands-on conservation skills.

Our volunteering and engagement events are the antithesis to the explosion of the twenty-first
century and hectic, plugged-in lifestyles. Not only good for the environment, seriously good for you
and the Lochaber community as well. Research shows that volunteering can improve your physical
and mental health, boost your employability, foster a sense of belonging and provide essential job and
life skills. A community of volunteers is a thriving community; improved health, reduced crime and
enhanced intergenerational and intercultural integration are a few of many, many reasons why
volunteering matters.

We extend an invitation to you all to join us on November 3rd in Glen Nevis for the Friends of Nevis
AGM. This is your chance to meet the folk that started our charity, the volunteers and the people
working to deliver engaging, enjoyable events. Have a bite to eat and hear about all the great work
that has been happening throughout Glen Nevis all year, book your spot on our website.
“Volunteering takes donations of time and talent and turns it into human gold. Volunteering is
alchemy.”
www.friendsofnevis.co.uk/events
info@friendsofnevis.co.uk
(01397) 701088

